
1978 PD may weil be of the extremely rare Griqua class (2:1 reso
nance), but more observations are necessary to confirm this pre
liminary result. 1978 RB turned out to be identical with 1974 KA
which was originally discovered by Hel in, Smith and Sanders with
the Palomar Schmidt. Its orbit can now be determined with excel
lent accuracy. The fifth object has not yet received an official
designation, but has evidently a rather high inclination and a
large eccentricity.

Contirmation ot the Possible 97-minute
Periodicity tor the X-ray Binary
4U 1700-37/HD 153919

In the last issue of the Messenger (No. 14, p.8), G. Hammer
schlag-Hensberge and E. van den Heuvel (Astronomical Insti
tute of the University of Amsterdam) discus'sed the possible 97
minute periodicity discovered from X-ray pulsations in the X-ray
binary 4U 1700-37/HO 153919 by T. Matilski (Rutgers University)
and J. Jessen (Massachusetts Institute of Technology) on April
1978.

Though good evidence was reported by A. Kruszewski (Warsaw
University Observatory) for the presence of optical pulses in the
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light-curveof4U 1700-37and lateron byG. Hammerschlag-Hens
berge and E. van den Heuvel, the latter concluded that more data
were required to definitely confirm the existence of this periodici
ty.

Kindly adviced by A. Kruszewski and I. Semeniuk (Warsaw Uni
versity Observatory/ESO), J. Surdej (ESO) observed the star
HO 153919 with the 60 cm Bochum telescope at La Silla on June
15, 1978. Broad-band UBV observations and measurements
through an interferential filter centered at 1.4686 (He 11) were car
ried out du ring more than 9 consecutive hours while the binary
phase was about 0.5 (X-ray source in front of the companion). The
results are shown in figure 1 and figure 2, for the V and He 11 1. 4686
filters, respectively. Oscillations in the V light-curve of 4U 1700-37
with aperiod of 95 m ± 3m (Od0666 ± Od0021) and an amplitude of
0.01 mag are clearly seen in figure 1. The variations in the nar
row-band filter are of similar amplitude (see fig. 2) and show an in
teresting secondary minimum. The confirmation of the possible
97-minute periodicity first reported by T. Matilski and J. Jessen is
now weil established.

Combining all X-ray and photometrie observations now avail
able, A. Kruszewski noticed that they seem to indicate a decrease
for the pulsar period. The rate of this decrease is such that the
period may become one order of magnitude shorter during one
human life-time!
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Fig. 1: The V light-curve of 4U 1700-37. The arrows ! separate time intervals equal to the pulsation period.
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Fig.2: The 1. 4686 He IIlight-curve of 4U 1700-37. The arrows !separate time intervals equal to the pulsation period whereas the arrows T
denote secondary minima.
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